ATTACHMENT 3
Conditional Verification Letter 09-661-361

Label for the Revised Cleaire Phoenix System

Diesel Emission Control Strategy Family Name
CA/CLE/2009/PM3+/N00/OF/DPF01

Phoenix™
087201

Cleaire Advanced Emission Controls, LLC
14333 Wicks Blvd, San Leandro, CA 94577
800-308-2111 www.cleaire.com

Notes:

- Month and year of manufacture are not included. This information is readily obtained from Cleaire by reference to the serial number. **To distinguish from the previous version of the Phoenix system, the revised system corresponding to Conditional Verification Letter 09-661-361 will begin with serial number 087201.**

- The labels that are attached to the Phoenix and engine are identical. The figures below illustrate typical installations: one on the electronic controller’s wiring harness, the other on an engine stud (for illustrative purposes only: please disregard the information shown on the labels in the figures).
A label similar to the one shown below is permanently attached to the Diesel Particulate Filter.